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We dig up the latest backyard buys and garden news
EDITED BY VERA KLEIN

unearthed

chair necessities
A clever inclusion to Utopia Goods’ first 

outdoor collection – think water-repellent 
and UV-resistant fabrics – is the butterfly 
chair. Recognising that some people may 

just want a new cover for an existing piece, 
the frames, $380, and covers, $159, are  

sold separately; utopiagoods.com.
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GIMME SHELTER
The ‘Tropics’ beach tent range from 

Lovin’ Summer is just the thing for  
lazy days at the beach. The tents are 

lightweight, easy to assemble, have 
great airflow and cool, on-trend palm 

prints. $169; lovinsummer.com.au.

Hot stuff
exciting new products for those 

who love cooking alfresco. 

1. Robert Plumb’s ‘Bollyhood’ tandoor oven is 
a ceramic powerhouse, designed to produce 

perfect tagines, pizzas, naan bread and smoked 
meats. From $2800; robertplumb.com.au.
2. The compact ‘MYQ’ barbecue from Ilve  
can be mounted to a wall and then folded  
flat when not in use. $1399; ilve.com.au. 
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shadow blocks
Even small outdoor spaces can be 

stylishly shaded with the new ‘Ventura 
Terrace’ folding-arm awning from 

Luxaflex. The frame comes in standard 
silver, but can be painted with any hue 
in the Dulux Powder Coat range, while 
the awning comes in myriad colours. 
Sizes start at 1.5m x 1.5m, and prices 

from $4814; luxaflex.com.au.

IT’S A WRAP!
Our search for an elegant solution to 
garden-hose tangles has come to an 

end! Made from powdercoated steel, the 
‘Hose Pot’ by Unearthed has an inner 

cone and a hole at the base for a hose to 
connect to a tap. It’s one of those form-

meets-function perfected moments. 
From $399 (pot only); unearthed.net.au.

Luxury US outdoor furniture group Janus Et Cie 
opens its first Australian store in Sydney’s 

Rushcutters Bay in November ; janusetcie.com


